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ABSTRACT. In this note we illustrate how to count the fixed points of a lift of

the hyperelliptic involution to a smooth unramified double cover. In this way

we obtain a new proof of the assertion that only ( B£ ) of the double covers are

hyperelliptic and classify the remaining covers in terms of g-hyperellipticity.

Introduction. In [Fl] the author proved that among the 22g — 1 unramified

double coverings of a hyperelliptic surface S of genus g there are ( 9£ ) hyperel-

liptic surfaces while the remaining 22g — 1 — (2"^2) are not hyperelliptic. Recently,

E. Bujalance [B] classified all the unramified double coverings of hyperelliptic sur-

faces using the representation of compact Riemann surfaces as quotient spaces of

Fuchsian groups [M]. The result is that all unramified double coverings are p hy-

perelliptic for various p between 0 and \(g —1)/2]. In this note we shall show how to

obtain Bujalance's result in a straightforward way by simply lifting the hyperelliptic

involution from S to the unramified double covering and counting its fixed points.

In this note we only consider the case of "double coverings" and use a special method

for this case which does not generalize. We do point out however that the method

used here can be utilized to answer the question which unramified double covers

of a g-hyperelliptic surface of genus g remain ¿r-hyperelliptic. The only additional

ingredient is first determining to which double covers the ^-hyperelliptic involution

can be lifted. In another publication [F2] we consider the general problem of lifting

the hyperelliptic involution to any finite unramified abelian covering.

1. It follows from general covering space theory that an unramified double cov-

ering of S is determined by a subgroup, K, of index 2 of 7Ti(S). Furthermore, if we

denote by h the natural homomorphism of it\ (S) onto the quotient group of 7Ti (S)

modulo its commutator subgroup which we shall as usual denote by HX(S), and

let K = h(K), then it is immediate that a G K if and only if h(a) G K. This is

obvious because K contains the commutator subgroup of irx(S).

Let S be a hyperelliptic surface of genus g together with the canonical homology

basis for M1(S) pictured in Figure 1.

In Figure 1 S is represented as a branched two-sheeted cover of the sphere with

branch points P0,Pi,...,P29+i- The hyperelliptic involution H on S is the sheet

interchange and the fixed points are the points Pt, i = 0,...,2g+l. Let L¿,

i = 1,..., 2g + 1 be paths on S joining Pr¡ to Pt as indicated in Figure 1.

Consider 7ri(S, Pn) and the curves H(Ll)L~1 as elements of 7Ti(S, Pn). Then

h[H(Li)L~1} G H1 (S) and computations made in [FK, pp. 301-306] show that the
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FIGURE  1

following matrix equation is satisfied:

(1)

hiH^^L,1

[h[H(L2g)L^}

7i

¿i

Jg J

where A is the 2g x 2g matrix

/l 0 0   .
1 o o   .
1 1 o   .
1 1 o   .

1   1   1

Vl   1   1

0 0     0
0 1-1 0
0 1-1 0
0 10 -10-

1   1

1   1

0 X

0
0
0

0 -1

o ;

and h\H(L2g+x)L2^+1} = ¿v
It is clear from the above representation that the intersection numbers

h[H(Ll)L~1} and h[H(Lj)L~1] is always ±1 when i ^ j and equals zero for i — j.

In fact for i < j the intersection number is +1. Furthermore if we consider the 2g

row vectors of the matrix A as elements of (Z/2)2g adjoin (0,0 • • ■ 0,1,0 • • • 0), and

denote this set by W, then these 2g + 1 elements have the following property:

LEMMA 1. Every nonzero element of (Z/2)2g is uniquely expressible as a sum

of k elements ofW with 1 < k < g.

PROOF. We first observe that (Z/2)29 has 22g - 1 nonzero elements and that

J2k=i (29^X) = 22ff — L Hence to complete the proof we need only show that all the

elements of (Z/2)29 generated this way are distinct. Since the rows of A are linearly

independent and (0 • • • 0,1,0 • • • 0) is the sum of all the rows of A, (0 • •■ 0,1,0 • • • 0)

lies in no proper subspace of the row space of A. Hence any collection of 2g elements

from VF is a linearly independent set. If two distinct sums were equal then we would

have a linear relation between at most 2g elements of W which is impossible.
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2. Let 5 be a hyperelliptic surface of genus g and S be an unramified double

covering of S. Let H denote the hyperelliptic involution on S. Since H acts as

— Id on M1 (S), H can be lifted to an involution H oî S which fixes both points of

S which lie over the point Pn G S.

From general covering space theory we know that the points of S can be taken to

be equivalence classes of ordered pairs (P, J) where P £ S and J is a path joining

Pn to P. (Pi,Jx) is equivalent to (P2, J2) provided Pi = P2 and JiJ2_1 G K

where K is the subgroup of it\ (S, Po) determining and determined by S. We define

H(P, J) = (H(P),H(J)) and observe that it is well defined and a lift of H which

fixes the two points above Po.

It is clear that the only possible other fixed points of H are the points lying

above P,-, i = 1,..., 2g + 1. Note that if one point lying above P¿ is fixed so must

the other one be. The points (Pi, Li), i = 1,...,2g + 1, are points on S lying over

PeS.

LEMMA 2. The two points above Pi, i = 1,..., 2g + 1, are fixed by H if and

onlyifhlH^L-^eK.

PROOF. By our original observation at the beginning of §1, H(Li)L~* G K

if and only if hlH^L'1} G X. Therefore H(Pi,Li) = (Pi,Li) if and only if

H^L'1 G K which is so if and only if hlH^L'1} G K.

It thus follows that the number of fixed points of H on S is 2 + 21 where / is the

number of indices i, i — 1,... ,2a + 1, for which h\H(Li)L~1} G K. Furthermore,

in addition to H there is another lift of H, Hi, where Hx = TH with T the fixed

point free involution on S and the number of fixed points of H\ is 4g + 2 — 21.

THEOREM. Let S be an unramified double cover of the surface S of genus g.

Then S is g-hyperelliptic for some g, 0 < g < [(g — l)/2]. // g is even there are

(25+2) different g-hyperelliptic surfaces S while if g is odd there are for 0 < g <

((g — 3)/2) (25+2) different g-hyperelliptic surfaces and ^Cq+i) different g-hyper-

elliptic surfaces for g = (g — l)/2. Finally each g occurs with the given multiplicity,

i.e. each g occurs precisely that many times.

PROOF. Since S is an unramified double cover of S there is a homomorphism

j: M1(S) —* Z/2 with kernel K and K determines S. The homomorphism j is

determined by its action on the generators of ^1(S) so that each nontrivial homo-

morphism of y onto Z/2 is defined by a nonzero element in (Z/2)2g.

There are clearly 22g — 1 different nontrivial homomorphisms j and associated

with j we have (j(61),... ,j(6g),j(~n),... ,j(ig)) G (Z/2)2g. By Lemma 1 we have

(y(r5i ),... ,j(6g),j(qi):... ,j(lg)) is uniquely representable as a sum of k elements

of W with k < g. Write (;'(<5i),... ,j(Sg),j(ii): ■ ■ ■ ,j(lg)) = J2i=irt where r¿ G W.

By definition an element 7 G H1 (S), 7 = J2aili + W« is m ^ provided

YLai3(li) + bij(êi) = 0. If we denote 7 by (ax,..., ag, bx,..., bg) and (i(¿i),...,
(2)

J(Sg)J(li), ■ ■ ■ ,j(lg)) by (£',,... ,£'g,eu ... ,eg) then viewing (ei,... ,£g,£X,... ,sg)

as representing the element 6 = Y2£'ili + £i¿>i m ^1(^') tne condition that 7 6 K

can be written as the intersection number of 7 and 6 is 0 mod 2. As before writing
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6 = ¿_,i=i ri with k < g the intersection number of 7 and <5 is the sum of the

intersection numbers of 7 and the r¿.

Recall however that for each i, h[H(Li)L~l] G W and therefore that

h\H(Li)L~l] has intersection number ±1 with each rz. It then follows that for

k odd k — 2n — 1, n = 1,..., [(g + l)/2] there are precisely 2n — 1 indices i for

which H(Li)L~l G K so that H has precisely 4n fixed points. Therefore H\ has

precisely 4g + 4 — 4n fixed points. Furthermore for k even k = 2n, n— 1,..., [g/2],

there are precisely 2g + 1 — 2n indices i for which H(Li)L~x G K so that iï has

precisely 4g + 4 — An fixed points.

If a compact Riemann surface of genus 2<7 — 1 has an involution with 4g + 4 — 4n

fixed points it follows from the Riemann Hurwitz formula that the surface is g-

hyperelliptic with g = n — 1.

Each different choice of A: gives rise to a cover S and what we have seen is that

k = 2n — 1 and k = 2n both give rise to ¡7-hyperelliptic surfaces with g = n — 1.

The number of different covers we obtain with Ac = 2n - 1 (resp. k = 2n) is (2^li)

(resp. (22^X))- Hence the number of (n — l)-hyperelliptic surfaces is

(2g + l\      (2g + 1\ = (2g + 2\ = (2g + 2\

\2n-l)      \   2n   )      \   2n   )      \2g + 2j'

The above remarks are correct provided n < g/2 and for g even we therefore

have proved the theorem. If g is odd then when k = g, k = 2n — 1 with n —

(g + l)/2 and the number of different ways of obtaining covers with k — g is as we

observed before

(riRrH2;;/)-
This can therefore be written as  f](29tx) which equals  ^(2^2)  which equals

1 /29+2\
2 \2<H2r

3. In this note we have used the set W to generate the elements of (Z/2)2g

and this was the key to proving the theorem. The subset W is quite classical and

has been important in the theory of theta functions. This, as far as the author is

aware, is the first application to other areas. Furthermore, the same ideas can be

used to answer the question as to which unramified double covers of a tj-hyperelliptic

surface of genus g remain jj-hyperelliptic and a classification can be obtained. The

only additional complication is first determining to which covers the ¿/-hyperelliptic

involution can be lifted. Hence this note was written not so much to prove the

theorem as to exhibit the method. The theorem is as already mentioned due to

Bujalance [B].

The ideas used here do not easily generalize to unramified abelian covers of

degree greater than two. The theorem however does not, generalize and this has

been treated in [F2].
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